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Abstract
This study investigates the tones of Ìkáràm, a dialect of the Akpes
language, spoken in Àkókó North West Local Government Area of
Ondo State,  Nigeria.  Specific  areas of  the Ìkáràm tonology  are
investigated with a view to establishing the Ìkáràm tone system.
These  areas  include,  Ìkáràm  tones,  functions  of  tones  and
tonological processes which Ìkáràm tones undergo, among others.
The study reveals that Ìkáràm has three basic tones High (H), Low
(L) and Mid (M). Contour tones, high-falling and low-rising, are
also phonetically realized in Ìkáràm. Tone is a distinctive feature
of Ìkáràm phonology and Ìkáràm tones perform both lexical and
grammatical  functions.  These  tones  are  used  to  distinguish
meanings  of  segmentally  identical  words.  They  perform
grammatical  functions  like  assimilation  in  noun  phrases,  in
possessive constructions, as negation markers, as relative clause
construction  markers,  as  subject-verb  agreement  construction
markers,  as  tense  markers,  as  imperative  markers  and  as
associative markers.

1.0 Introduction
Pike  (1948:  3)  defines  as  tonal  any  language  “having

significant,  contrastive,  but  relative  pitch  on  each  syllable,
According  to  Hyman  (1973:  213),  the  phrase  “lexically
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significant”  in  relation  to  pitch  simply  means  that  it  can  cause
semantic  distinction  (i.e.  that  the  tone  is  phonemic  otherwise
known as, tonemic) between lexical items, thus, Ìkáràm can be said
to be tonal because it has basically three contrastive level tones.
Tone  languages  are  generally  classified  into  two  broad  types
namely:  Register  tone  systems  and  Contour  tone  systems.  

According to Hyman (1975: 214), “in a pure register tone
language, tonal contrast consists of different levels of steady pitch
height, that is, perceptually, such tones neither rise or fall in their
production.  A pure  contour  tone  language  (on  the  other  hand),
consists of some tones which are not level in their production but
rather rise, fall, or rise and fall in pitch. African tone languages are
of the first type (i.e. register)… hence, Ìkáràm is a register tone
(dialect of a) language. Three different pitch levels are identified
and established in Ìkáràm. They are, High (H), Low (L) and Mid
(M).

2.0 Three basic tones of Ìkáràm
 2.1          High tones

Phonetic Tone Gloss
1a. [íjí] HH ‘day’
  b. [jútú] HH ‘steal’
  c. [k ́nini] HM ‘learn’
  d. [òkòlí] LLH ‘needle’
      Mid tones

Phonetic Tone Gloss
2a. [ebon] MM ‘which’
  b. [bis] M ‘wipe’
  c. [ìsága] LHM ‘tooth’
  d. [lelè] ML ‘cold’
      2.2     Low tones
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-

  M  M L H L

[i -yi-ù-mon]

-

  M  M L H  L

/i -yi-ù-mó-òn/

Tonal Tier

Nasalization

CV Tier
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Phonetic Tone Gloss
3a. [àjò] LL ‘eye’
  b. [gbójèkè] HLL ‘dwell’
  c. [kpkpkpt ́ni] LLH ‘crocodile’
  d. [òkukpti ] LHM ‘all’  

2.3 Contour tones
Although Ìkáràm, like many other African tone languages

is a register tone dialect,  there still  occur in it  contour tones. A
contour tone consists of a sequence of two level tones and this can
be classified as falling (HL) or rising (LH). The analyses of the
two types are given below:

                     Phonemic           
Phonetic       Gloss
4.
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Tonal Tier

CV Tier

   H L  

/ĺ//

 H L  

 [l] ‘lose (verb)’

Tonal Tier

CV Tier

   L   H L  H

/bà-á-tè-ní/

   L H L  H

  [ba-tè-ní]

‘follow'

Tonal Tier

CV Tier

Tonal Tier

CV Tier

   L  H  L      H  L

/ì-ḱ-d-gb́-/-gb́-/
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6.

7.
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‘mother’



Tonal Tier

CV Tier

 H L H

/a:̀d-gb́-/ó/

  HL H

[a-d-gb́-/ó]

Tonal Tier

CV Tier

 H L 

/féè/

  HL 

[fe] ‘close’
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9.

10.

In  examples  (4)  through  (10)  above,  the  underlying  phonemic
representations  of  the  long  vowels  (consisting  of  two  tonemic
segments) are realized as a single vowel with either a falling or
rising tone.
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3.0 Functions of tones
Tones  play  important  and  distinctive  roles  in  Ìkáràm

dialect. Broadly, their roles can be classified into two viz:
i. Lexical functions

and
ii. Grammatical functions

3.1 Lexical functions
Tones  like  segmental  phonemes  distinguish  lexical  items

from one another. In Ìkáràm, there occur two or more lexical items
with identical segmental phonemes differing only in tone. These
are illustrated in examples (11) through (14) below where the (a)
and  (b)  of  each  pair  differ  semantically  only  because  of  the
differences in their tones. 

Phonetic Tone Gloss
11. a. [jas] M ‘take’

b. [jàs] L ‘hold’

12. a. [àjè] LL ‘mother’
b. [aje] MM ‘beans’

13. a. [tiga] MM ‘stand’
b. [tigá] MH ‘leave’

14 a. [táó] HH  ‘elsewhere’  to  bring  
something

elsewhere
b. [tàó] LH   ‘here\ to bring 

something
here.
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 /òli/   + /ééfó/

LM  + HHH

  /òl/   +  ééfó/

LM  + HHH

  [òleéfó]

L  MHH
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3.2 Grammatical functions
In  Ìkáràm tones  also  perform grammatical  functions.  By

grammatical  function,  is  meant  that  they  perform functions  like
assimilation  in  noun  phrases,  in  possessive  constructions,  as
negation  markers,  as  relative  clause  construction  markers,  as
subject-verb agreement construction markers, as tense markers, as
imperative markers and as associative markers.

3.2.1 Tone of noun phrase (NP) constructions
A noun phrase (NP) is a group of words that function as a

noun. NP constituents include a noun and at  least  a determiner.
The noun is the head of the construction. Unlike languages such as
English where the head comes last like in ‘my house’, the reverse
is the case of Ìkáràm, the head comes first.

In phrasal constructions like noun phrases, the tone on the
last segment of the first word influences the second word. If the
tone of the last segment of the first word is mid (M) and the second
word begins with high (H) tone, this high tone becomes mid (M).
This is a type of an assimilatory process termed spreading (Hyman
1975). Examples are given below:

15. a. cloth  +  white         ‘white cloth’

b.
house

+ one
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In example (15a) above, when the segment ‘i' of the first word is
deleted,  its mid (M) tone is floating and later spread to the first
segment of the second word. Similarly, in example (15b), ‘o’ of the
first word is deleted and its tone spread to the first segment of the
second  word.

3.2.2 Tone in possessive constructions
In  Ìkáràm,  it  is  observed  that  linking  the  possessive

pronoun  with  the  appropriate  noun  construction  results  in  the
following tonal processes:

i) ML  LL
This assimilatory tonal process occurs when one or more syllables
take on the tone of neighbouring syllable, as exemplified below:

16. [ io]   + [bè]  [ìòbè]
    M      +          L                 L  L
house    + our ‘our house’

The tone of the possessive pronoun [bè] assimilates the M tone of
the noun [io]. thus ML  LL

ii) MM  HM
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The mid tone of the noun in a possessive construction is realized as
a high tone in an MM sequence. Thus MM  HM in possessive
constructions as shown below:

17. a. [ io] + [no]  [ióno]
               M +   M       H M

house +  my ‘my house’
b. [ io] + [hu]  [ ióhu]
               M +   M       H M

house + his ‘his house’

c. [ebo] + [no]  [ebóno]
               M +   M       H M

dog + my ‘my dog’

d. [ebo] + [so]  [ebóso]
               M +   M       H M

dog + your ‘your dog’

e. [ebo] + [hu]  [ebóno]
               M +   M       H M

dog + his ‘his dog’
M + M  HM

3.2.3 Tone as negative marker
The  following  are  pairs  of  positive  and  negative  sentences  in
Ìkáràm:
18. a. [kp bá de] ‘he will climb’

b. [ bá de è] ‘he will not climb’
      L
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19. a. [kp dé j ́ni] ‘he will see’
b. [ dè j ́ni e] ‘he will not see’

     M 

It  will  be  noticed  that  [e]  is  a  negative  marker  in  (b)  pairs  of
examples (18) and (19) above. The negative vowel [e] does not
exist toneless, it bears a tone, a low or mid tone. Hence, the low
tone and mid  tone  are  used to  realize  negative  constructions  in
Ìkáràm.

3.2.4 Tone in relative clause constructions
In Ìkáràm relative clause constructions, a single morpheme

is used to represent any kind of relative marker – singular or plural
– for humans and non-humans. A high (H) tone is placed on this
monosyllabic word.

Examples are given below:
Phonemic Gloss

20. a. /ònì gí mò nàá ní:/ ‘I  am  the  one  who  
said  I  won’t

go’
b. /àhu gí kas/ ‘He is the one who 

refuses’
c. /àbe gí ma sáá nù ní/ ‘We are the ones who 

said we won’t
go’

d. /àba gí kasà b gbe/ ‘They are the ones 
who refuse to eat it’

e. /àbe ní gí kasà b gbe/ ‘You (pl) who 
    refuse to eat’
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3.2.5 Tone in subject-verb agreement constructions
Tone  is  used  to  distinguish  singular  verbs  from  plural

verbs. The singular subjects take singular verbs and plural subjects
take plural verbs. Tones on the underlying verb change to express
singularity or plurality. For instance, 

Underlying form Surface form

21 a. /dini/  /díní/ ‘eat’
/abá díní/ ‘They eat’

  H
H-H

    MM       HH

b. /dini/  /díní/ ‘eat’
/bé díní/  ‘You(pl) eat’

                               H
H-H

    MM       HH

c. /dini/  /díni/ ‘eat’
/ díni/  ‘He/She eats’

                             M   H-
M   

    MM       HM

In examples (21 a & b), the underlying MM tone used on the verb
‘dini’  ‘eat’ is realized as HH to denote plural and this agrees
with the H tone of the plural subjects ‘they’ and ‘you’.
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In (21c), the underlying MM tone used on the verb ‘dini’  ‘eat’
is  realized differently as HM to denote singular  and this  agrees
with the M tone of the singular subjects ‘He/She’. 

3.2.6 Tone as tense marker
Tone marks various tenses such as present tense, past tense

and past participle. Most of the verbs in Ìkáràm are monosyllabic.
Thus,  the  tone  on  a  single  verb  is  modified  to  express  various
tenses. Examples:

22.
S/N Verb Present

Tense
Past
Tense

Past
Participle

Gloss

a. /kú/ /kú/ /ku/ /ku/ ‘fall’
b. /bá/ /bá/ /ba/ /ba/ ‘come’
c. /mì/ /mì/ /mì/ /mìì/ ‘sleep’
d. /sà/ /sà/ /sa/ /sà/ ‘know’

The tones on most past and past participle tenses are realized as
mid (M) while the present tense usually carries either high (H) or
low (L) tone. Occasionally,  there is no tonal difference between
past and past participle tenses as observed in example (22) above.

3.2.7 Tone on imperative constructions
An imperative  construction is  used to make a request or

give an order. Imperative sentences lack superficial subjects. The
subject in imperative construction is underlying and such a subject
is the second person singular or plural ‘you’. This underlying ‘you’
is, in most cases, represented in Ìkáràm by a nasalized close back
rounded  vowel  /u/  which  bears  a  mid  (M)  or  low  (L)  tone.
Examples are:
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Phonemic Tone Gloss
23. a. /sígána:b+/ u/ HHMM ‘stand up’

‘stand’  +  ‘you’

b. /ja/  +  /u/ MM ‘sit down’
sit     +  you

c. /dáálò/      +  /hu/ HHLL ‘answer  or  
reply’

         answer him + you 

In the above examples (23a to c), it is observed that all the word
final segments bear mid tone except (23c). This example (23c) can
also be seen as having underlying mid tone which is lowered as a
result of assimilation rule that affects a mid tone following a low
(L) tone.

Other  examples  where  the  underlying  /u/  ‘you’  is  not
represented at the surface are:

Phonemic Tone Gloss
24. a /ìònkpdò/ LLLL ‘kneel down’

b. /ègìnò/ LLL ‘go out’
c. /fgkp/ ML ‘close  the  

door’
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3.2.8 Tone as associative marker
In Ìkáràm, the associative marker is realized as a high tone. An
example is given below:
25. [io] +    [afa]    [iáfa]

     M          M
house   +   book school

       M         H
The high tone on the vowel [a] in the above example (25) is the
associative marker in Ìkáràm.

4.0 Conclusion
In this study, we have been able to establish a tone system

for Ìkáràm dialect of the Akpes language of Nigeria. The phonemic
(tonemic) status of tone has been accounted for and established.
The dialect operates three significant tones, High (H), Low (L) and
Mid (M). Lexical and grammatical functions of tones such as in
associative,  possessive  and negative  constructions  among others
are also revealed in the study.
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Conventions

/    / - Phonemic Transcription
[   ] - Phonetic Transcription

- Association line

- in the environment of
- Broken line indicating tone spreading
- Becomes

H - High tone
L - Low tone
M - Mid tone
C - Consonant
V - Vowel
ˊ - High tone
ˋ - Low tone
- - Mid tone
^ - Falling tone
V - Rising tone
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